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ABSTRACT
Systematic reviews are used widely in the biomedical and health-
care domains. Systematic reviews aim to provide a complete and
exhaustive overview of the medical literature for a specic research
question. Core to the construction of a systematic review is the
search strategy. The main component of a search strategy is a com-
plex Boolean query, typically developed by information specialists
(e.g., librarians). The aim of the search strategy is to retrieve relev-
ant studies that will contribute to the outcomes of the systematic
review. One barrier information specialists face when developing a
search strategy is the enormous amount of medical literature that
exists in databases. This vast amount of literature means that search
strategies often suer from biases (e.g., lack of expertise, overcon-
dence, limited knowledge of the domain) and are incomplete, or re-
trieve far toomany studies (possibly as a result of the biases, but also
due to the tools used to develop search strategies). Retrieving too
many studies impacts the time and nancial costs of the review, and
retrieving too few studies may impact the outcomes of the review.
Therefore, it is vital to support expert searchers develop eective
search strategies. In this paper, we present a novel end-to-end set of
advanced tools for information specialists. These tools are tightly
integrated into an existing Open Source search strategy rening
package (searchrener). These tools aim to address the problems as-
sociated with search strategy development by providing a complete
framework from query development, to renement, to documenta-
tion. The implementation of these tools also oers a glimpse at the
ease at which related tools may be implemented within the sear-
chrener ecosystem. More information about the tools including
installation, documentation, and screenshots is made available on
the searchrener website: https://ielab.io/searchrener.
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1 DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM
Systematic reviews are used as a highly trustworthy and com-
prehensive evidence source for informing clinical diagnosis and
treatment, as well as institutional policy making. In order to be
comprehensive, all relevant studies related to the research ques-
tion of the review must be retrieved. However, there are many
costly challenges in producing systematic reviews, e.g., developing
a search strategy (Boolean query), and screening retrieved studies
for relevance. These two processes in particular hinder the construc-
tion of systematic reviews signicantly: for a typical systematic
review, the screening process can take upwards of 47 days [3] and
$AUD 437,000 [8]. One solution to combat these costs is to use
more eective search strategies [16]. The three main challenges of
search strategy development are formulation [4, 6], renement [16],
and documentation [22]. These challenges are complex and time-
consuming, especially for constructing and rening the search
strategies. Currently, most search strategies aremanually developed,
where the presence of an expert is essential [13]. However, search
strategy development is lled with biases [18] and subjectivity [10],
and often search strategies retrieve far too many studies [11].

PubMed 1 is widely used by millions of users to search for bio-
medical information [11]. The tools aorded by PubMed, however,
currently do not support information specialists to the extent that
they require. To this end, we implemented several tools inside an ex-
isting Open Source framework, searchrener [17], as an end-to-end
system for the formulation, renement, and documentation
of Boolean queries for systematic review literature search. The
following is a summary of the three categories of search strategy
development for which we have implemented tools for:
Query Formulation: Formulating a preliminary query is the rst
step in the development of a search strategy. Query formulation is
typically ad-hoc and requires great expertise.
Query Renement: After formulating a preliminary query, in-
formation specialists further rene the query. Renement aims to
reduce the total number of studies retrieved by the initial query,
while maintaining recall. The renement process, much like formu-
lation, is ad-hoc, and arguably requires even greater expertise.
Query Documentation: In the nal stage of the search strategy
development process, the query must be suciently documented.
It is common for search strategies to be under-reported, leading to
irreproducible systematic reviews [22].
The following sections describe each of the problem categories, as
well as the tool(s) we have implemented to address these problems.
An overview of the names of the tools and the specic problem
each of the tool addresses is presented in Table 1

1The largest medical literature database, maintained by National Library of Medicine.
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Figure 1: Formulating a PubMed query using the AutoFor-
mulate tool. Both a query with MeSH headings, and a query
without MeSH headings is generated.

1.1 Query Formulation
There has been much research into search strategy development
methodology [1, 2, 5]. Recently, Russell-Rose et al. [14] proposed a
visual approach 2DSearch that consists of a graph editor in which
Boolean queries are expressed as objects on a two-dimensional can-
vas. Their method eases the query formulation process by allowing
users to visually construct their query, possibly reducing common
errors. However, this tool still requires the same cognitive eort to
develop a search strategy as existing methods and tools.

Among all previous works, another common method of devel-
oping a search strategy is the conceptual method [4, 9], which
formulates the query by dividing the proposed research question
into several high-level concepts, and then identifying keywords to
match these concepts. This process is performed manually, in an
ad-hoc manner, often and preferable by trained information spe-
cialists, commonly without much rigour in terms of evaluation [18].
To avoid the problems associated with the conceptual approach,
an objective method of formulating search strategies for system-
atic reviews has been proposed [6, 12]. Using this method, a small
collection of ‘gold standard’ studies is rst identied to seed a semi-
automatic keyword selection process, and then used for validation.
This method, however, is still ad-hoc as it requires the information
specialists to manually test and choose the keywords to add to the
query. This is a time-consuming process as well, as it still requires
human eort and input. Moreover, it is possible that this method
will introduce extra errors and bias into the nal queries.
AutoFormulate (Figure 1) is an interface for supporting the auto-
matic formulation of search strategies using the objective method.
To reduce the human workloads, unnecessary errors, and bias in
formulating search strategies, Scells et al.[18] have proposed a

Tool Problem Category

AutoFormulate Query Formulation
KeywordSuggest Query Renement
QueryVis Query Renement
QueryLens Query Renement
AutoDoc Query Documentation

Table 1: The specic problem each of the tools addresses.

computational adaptation to the objective method which aims to
approximate human intuition in constructing a search query. It
does not require manual human involvement, nor trial-and-error
procedures, and is capable of generating a query automatically.
AutoFormulate provides a direct interface to this computational
adaptation of the objective method. To use this tool, information
specialists rst input a set of seed studies. AutoFormulate divides
these studies into three dierent categories: development, valida-
tion, and unseen. The development set is used to identify suitable
terms for the query. The validation set is used to tune which com-
bination of terms results in the most eective best query (queries
can be tuned for dierent evaluation measures, e.g., precision, recall,
F𝛽 , etc.). The unseen set is used to evaluate the resulting query.
1.2 Query Renement
Query renement is integral to search strategy development. It is
also the lengthiest and most challenging part of the search strategy
development process. To this end, we have focused our eorts on
three tools to assist information specialists rene their queries.
These tools assist information specialists by suggesting keywords
to add to their query, visualising their query, and allowing them
to explore the space of query reformulations. The three tools are
described in further details below.
KeywordSuggest (Figure 2) is a tool that provides keyword sug-
gestions given an input keyword. KeywordSuggest utilises clinical
concept embeddings [21], and PubMed term frequency statistics.
Keywords are ranked by similarity and merged into a single list by
normalising the similarity scores from each source.
QueryVis [20] (Figure 3) is a tool for visualising search strategies.
QueryVis presents a query as a tree with information about the
number of studies retrieved as well as number of seed studies re-
trieved by each leaf node. These layers of information on top of
the hierarchical representation of a query assist information spe-
cialists by allowing them to gain a deep understanding of what a
query retrieves and exactly how it retrieves it. Furthermore, the
above KeywordSuggest tool is integrated into this interface to allow
information specialists to explore suggestions.
QueryLens [19] (Figure 4) is a tool that automatically generates
variations for a query (by, e.g., adding or removing keywords, and
elds, rewriting Boolean operators, or exploding MeSH headings).
The middle panel provides statistics and evaluation results. The
right panel plots each variation in precision-recall space. A point
in this plot can be clicked to see information about the referring
query in the middle panel. The variations produced by QueryLens
are ranked as suggestions using a learning to rank model optimised
for evaluation measures (e.g., precision, recall, F𝛽 , etc.) [15, 16].
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Figure 2: Suggesting keywords using the KeywordSuggest
tool. Given an input term, suggestions from multiple
sources are presented for consideration.

Figure 3: Manually rening a query using QueryVis and
KeywordSuggestor tools. The top-left panel is where queries
can be input to the tool. The bottom-left panel presents al-
ternative terms found by the KeywordSuggestor tool. When
keywords in the right panel are clicked, keyword sugges-
tions ll the bottom-left panel.

1.3 Query Documentation
Search strategies are included in systematic review for reproducib-
ility purposes. According to the Cochrane Handbook, the report of
the search strategy used should consist of seven elements [7]: (1)

Figure 4: Automatically rening the query with
QueryLens[19]. The left panel is where queries can be
input to the tool. The middle panel displays query statistics.
The right panel plots all variations in terms of recall
and precision. The sliding bar controls which variation is
inspected. Clicking points in the plot also selects variations.
The bottom plot shows how the query changes over time.

Figure 5: Documenting the query using AutoDoc. This tool
validates both queries and each of the seven elements that
should be reported. Once validated, a report can be gener-
ated and can be sent to the authors of the systematic review.

databases searched (e.g., PubMed), (2) name of host (e.g., Ovid), (3)
date search was run, (4) years covered by search, (5) complete search
strategy, (6) summary of the search strategy, and (7) language re-
strictions. When reporting search strategies, authors rarely include
all seven elements, e.g., Yoshii et al. [22] analysed 65 systematic
reviews and found that none included all seven elements.
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AutoDoc (Figure 5) is the rst tool of its kind for supporting the
documentation of search strategies. AutoDoc validates both search
strategies and the seven elements that should be reported. Firstly,
the tool checks for spelling mistakes and logical errors in the query.
Next, it validates the forms that information specialists are required
to ll that cover each of the seven elements that should be reported.
After the query and forms have been validated, a report is generated.
The generated search strategy report can nally be copied into the
relevant section of a systematic review.

2 CASE STUDY
Next, a case study to demonstrate how an information specialist
may use this end-to-end set of tools to complete the task of search
strategy development is presented. Search strategies are used to
identify as many relevant studies as possible, and this usually re-
quires a large amount of time and eort. Without an eective search
strategy, the search results may be biased or incomplete. Hence, we
present the workow that one may go through to formulate, rene,
and document a complete, and eective search strategy.

First, the information specialist acquires a set of ‘seed’ studies.
These studies are known to be relevant, typically provided by the
authors of the systematic review. Seed studies can be entered into
searchrener through a settings interface (not shown). Many of the
tools presented here access seed studies for a variety of functions.
The information specialist then proceeds to the AutoFormulate
tool. A query is automatically derived from the seed studies, and
once satised, the information specialist proceeds to the next step.

Once a query has been formulated, the information specialist
moves into the tools for query renement. The information spe-
cialist may rst visualise the query using QueryVis to gain an
understanding of what studies it retrieves, which clause retrieves
the most relevant studies, and how it is retrieving them. The in-
formation specialist manually removes clauses they think are not
contributing to the search based on the query visualisation provided
by QueryVis, but also wishes to add terms to broaden the search.
Rather using their intuition, they could use the KeywordSuggest
component that is embedded into the QueryVis, providing them
with keyword suggestions that can be replaced with the original
keywords or added into the search query. Once satised with their
manual renement, the information specialist then explores any
other modications they might be able to make that they could have
missed using QueryLens. The information specialist is presented
with a series of renements they were not aware of from manual
renement that improve the eectiveness of the query. The inform-
ation specialist accepts the renements and once more returns to
QueryVis to see the impact of this. Once satised, they are ready
to document their search strategy.

The information specialist then sends their query into the Auto-
Doc tool, and proceeds to ll out the seven elements that should
be included in a search strategy report. The information specialist
gets to the end of the forms and notices an alert that says there is a
spelling mistake in their query. Once the error has been corrected,
the information specialist generates the report and sends it to the
authors of the review, who will execute the search strategy and
begin screening studies for inclusion in the systematic review.
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